
Ref.No.:Pl

    

To, 
All members of Plexconcil,

    

Dear Sir / Madam,

    

Subject: Regarding Submission of data for RoDTEP for determination of RoDTEP rates for AA/EOU/SEZ 
exports and on issues relating to errors or anomalies if any

      

We wish to inform you that the Government of India has constituted a 
Revenue (DoR) for:

  

•             determination of Remission of Duties and Taxes on Exported Products (RoDTEP) rates for Advance 
Authorization (AA)/ Export Oriented Unit (EoU)/ Special Economic Zone (SEZ) exports.

  

•             issues relating to errors or anomalies, if any, arising from the report of the erstwhile Remission of 
Duties and Taxes on Exported Products (RoDTEP) Committee.

  

In this regard, the Department of Revenue, Directorate of Drawback has requested to provi
to inputs used in the respective export products in the specified Proforma (enclosed as Annexure A) while 
providing the data, care should be taken regarding the following aspects:
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Further, in respect of submission of data for RoDTEP rates on expo
following points may also be noted:

  

(a ) Data with regard to most of the relevant AA/EoU/SEZ units should be collected. The units should be 
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(b)     Data provided should only be of exports made under Advance Authorization (AA)/ Export Oriented Units 
(EoU)/ Special Economic Zone (SEZ) and it should be certified by the manufacturer and its Chartered 
Accountant/ Cost Accountant.

  

(c)       The data should be supported by copies of relevant documents such as tax invoices of inputs used, 
shipping bills of export product, State Govt, notifications regarding taxes/levies like electricity duty, mandi tax etc. 
In addition to above, a copy
also be supplied along with data.

    
refunds, Central/'Stale Govt, exemptions, subsidy, etc. are taken into a
incidence on the export product.
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medium as well as large manufacturer exporters.
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It is requested that the above information may be sent directly to the Drawback Division on E
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Documents available for download :
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Data for determination of RoDTEP rates for AA/EoU/SEZ
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Excel format of pr
documents
documents/RoDTEP

      

Best regards,

  

Bharti Parave
Asst. Director 
PLEXCONCIL
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